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ABOUT US
Eleman Shipping is a prominent

professional shipping company based in

Cairo, Egypt, with our operational office

located in Arish, Sinai. We specialize in ship

agency, ship brokering, and ship ownership,

offering comprehensive services to clients

in the maritime industry.



VISION
Our vision at Eleman Shipping is to be

recognized as a trusted and reliable

partner in the global shipping industry.

We strive to uphold the highest standards

of professionalism, efficiency, and

integrity in all aspects of our operations.

By continuously adapting to market

dynamics and leveraging our expertise,

we aim to be at the forefront of the

shipping industry, providing innovative

and sustainable solutions to our clients.



MISSION
Our mission is to deliver exceptional shipping services that exceed our clients' expectations. We are

committed to building long-term relationships based on mutual trust, transparency, and mutual growth.

Our dedicated team of professionals works tirelessly to provide reliable and cost-effective solutions,

ensuring the smooth and efficient handling of vessels and cargoes. We aim to optimize our clients'

operations, minimize risks, and maximize their profitability in a rapidly evolving maritime market.

.



OUR SERVICES
Ship Agency

As a trusted ship agent, Eleman Shipping

offers a comprehensive range of agency

services, including vessel clearance, port

formalities, crew handling, cargo operations

coordination, and documentation assistance.

Our experienced team ensures efficient

turnaround times, compliance with

regulations, and seamless communication

between shipowners, charterers, and port

authorities.



OUR SERVICES
Ship Brokering

With our extensive network and market

knowledge, Eleman Shipping acts as a

reliable ship broker, facilitating the sale,

purchase, and chartering of vessels. We

connect shipowners, charterers, and

buyers, providing expert advice, market

analysis, and negotiation support to ensure

optimal outcomes for all parties involved.



OUR SERVICES
Ship Ownership

Eleman Shipping owns and operates a fleet

of vessels, offering reliable and efficient

shipping solutions for various cargo types.

With a strong emphasis on safety, reliability,

and environmental sustainability, our ship

ownership services encompass vessel

management, technical support, crewing,

and maintenance, ensuring the smooth and

profitable operation of our fleet.



AT ELEMAN
SHIPPING
we are dedicated to delivering

excellence in every aspect of our

services. With our industry

expertise, customer-centric

approach, and commitment to

innovation, we are well-positioned

to meet the diverse needs of our

clients in the shipping industry.



CONNECT
WITH US!
Head office : 4 El Nasr St Naser City Cairo Egypt 

Tel: 0020223052422

Fax: 0020223052422

Mobile: 01099994645 / 01003500355 / 01222110383

Email :Nader@saddamminerals.com
Elemanshippingagency@gmail.com



CONNECT
WITH US!

Branch : 
11 Port St Al Arish North Sinai Egypt. 
Tel : 0683327910
Fax : 0683327910
Mobile : 01099994645 / 01003500355 / 01222110383


